
Dice Tower Assembly Instructions

Note: these instructions refer to “panels” (the individual pieces of 
foam board that are the components of the dice tower), and “tabs” on 
those panels (protrusions on the edges of each panel, marked off by 
dashed grey lines. Tabs look like this (the parts circled in red):

Tabs are the parts of each panel that will come into contact with the 
edges of the panels to which you’ll be attaching it, and so they are the 
parts of each panel where you’ll be applying glue.

Materials Required

3/16” thick double-sided paper-backed foam board
(A single 20”x30” sheet is sufficient.)

Glue, for affixing printed schematics to foam board
(Elmer’s Glue-All or a similar PVA-based glue is best for this.)

Glue, for attaching dice tower components to each other
(Glue-All works for this as well. A cyanoacrylate-based glue like Super Glue 
provides a much stronger hold, especially if you won’t be reinforcing the 
tower’s exterior with duct tape or similar, but you will have to work more 
quickly, as such glues set very fast.)

A printer and some paper, for printing the schematics
A box cutter, X-acto knife, or similar thin, sharp cutting blade
A ruler, for making perfectly straight cuts

(A cork-backed metal ruler is best. A cheap plastic ruler will slide around 
and ruin your cuts.)

Part I. Preparation

1. Download and print out the schematics for the dice tower components 
(download dice_tower_pages.pdf  if you plan to print them on standard 
letter-sized paper, or dice_tower_unlabeled.pdf  in the unlikely 
event that you are printing on 24”x36” poster paper).

2. Arrange the printed schematics on the piece(s) of foam board you’ll 
be using. Make sure no part of the printed image of each panel 
sticks out off the edge of the foam board.

3. Secure the printed schematics on the foam board with glue (making 
sure the glue is spread evenly across the entire surface). Wait for 
the glue to dry.



4. Cutting along the solid black lines only , cut the panel shapes out 
of the foam board.

Tips for perfect cuts:
• Use the ruler to guide your cuts; press the ruler firmly down 

against the foam board with one hand while you hold the cutting 
instrument in the other hand (but be careful not to let your 
fingertips get in the way of the blade!).

• Hold the cutting instrument perpendicular to the cutting surface. 
(Don’t cut at an angle to the surface of the foam board, or you 
won’t be able to join the panels together!)

• A sharp cutting instrument is critical. A dull cutter will tear up 
the edge of the foam board, making it harder to get a good join.

• Foam board dulls a cutting edge very quickly. A box cutter with a 
snap-off blade, or a fresh X-acto replacement blade, is very 
helpful to have.

Part II. Assembly

Note: most of these steps require you to join one panel to another. I 
recommend that you do a “dry run” of these instructions first, “joining” 
each of the listed panels together without any glue, to make sure that 
everything fits together, that you’re sure you know how to do each step, 
that you have the orientation of each part right, etc.

Once you’re satisfied that the instructions are clear, follow them “for 
real”; this time, whenever a step tells you to join one panel to 
another, spread glue on any tabs of the panels you’re joining that will 
be contacting the edges of another panel. (The instructions for each 
step will skip the “spread glue on tabs” step unless you need to do 
something different, so just keep in mind that, when actually putting 
the panels together, you have to put glue on each tab before doing what 
the step says to do.)

First, construct the bottom assembly . (This is the floor of the dice 
tower and the barrier (a.k.a. “fence”) around the area where the dice 
come out.) 

 1. Join panel FF to the short edge of panel F.

 2. Join panel RF to panels F and FF.

 3. Join panel LF to panels F and FF.

You now have the bottom assembly . Set it aside.

Now, construct the tower assembly . This is the vertical part, the cage 
into the top of which you drop the dice and through which they tumble.

 4. Lay panel RW flat on your work surface and spread glue on the grey-
outlined areas to each side of the baffler tab cutouts.

 5. Join panel TB to panel RW (inserting panel TB’s tab into the 
appropriate baffler tab cutout of panel RW) Hold panel TB so that 
it stays perpendicular to panel RW, for approximately 15 seconds 
while the glue is bonding.



 6. Repeat step 5 with panel MB.

 7. Repeat step 5 with panel BB.

 8. Wait for the glue to set (usually several minutes), making sure 
that panels TB, MB, and BB remain standing straight during this 
time.

 9. Spread glue on the grey-outlined areas to each side of the baffler 
tab cutouts of panel LW.

10. Join panel LW to panels TB, MB, and BB, carefully inserting those 
panels’ tabs into the baffler tab cutouts of panel LW.

11. Join panel BW to panels RW and LW.

12. Join panel FW to panels RW and LW.

You now have the tower assembly .

13. Join the bottom assembly  to the tower assembly .

Congratulations! Your dice tower is complete. Once the glue dries, you 
can start rolling dice! If you like, you can also layer duct tape, 
packing tape, or something similar on the outside of the dice tower 
(this will help with structural integrity, and protect the dice tower 
from damage). You can also paint the dice tower, put stickers on it, or 
otherwise customize it.

Happy dice-chucking!


